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"It is not for you know the times or the seasons that the Father has established by his own authority." 
This reading from the first chapter of Acts is a familiar one to most of us. 
 
In my relationship with Christ I often find myself asking for answers – “When Lord?” “How long?” And 
then there’s the big “Why”? 
 
It’s comforting to know that even the Apostles weren’t immune to asking God to lay it out it all out for 
them- Right before the Ascension they asked “Lord, are you at this time going to restore the kingdom of 
Israel?” They wanted answers too. But the response they got was: "It is not for you know the times or 
the seasons that the Father has established by his own authority. 
 
Not knowing when something you want will happen or IF it will happen is so challenging. It requires 
patience, persistence, but most of all – trust in God. I’ve learned that God often will answer these 
prayers of longing with something better and more profound than what I was praying for --but that 
doesn’t stop me from wanting it to happen on MY timetable and not God’s. 
 
My faith was challenged by this “not knowing” as we tried to grow our family.  
 
Our son Remy is turning nine next week. I was 39 when Remy was born and we were thankful that after 
a year and a half of trying we had our baby boy. Like many families, we were hoping to have a bigger 
family, a second child. 
 
Later the following year, my husband, Thad, was diagnosed with a serious illness. The next few years 
were be filled with surgeries and scans, treatments and side effects, and lots and lots of prayers. 
 
Our need to focus on Thad’s health delayed our ability to have a second child and when we finally 
resurfaced I was 43. We tried to get pregnant but faced so many challenges that we came to realize that 
we didn’t have the energy to keep going down this same path. Our dream of having another child 
seemed really far away. 
 
Still, we kept going - putting one foot in front of the other. We signed up with a local adoption agency 
who specialized in adoptions within the Foster care system. We explored this, filled out paperwork and 
attending trainings but about 6 months into the process we were both disheartened and decided not to 
move forward with the agency. We realized that Thad’s illness and our futile attempts to have another 
baby had taken their emotional toll. I can see now It wasn’t the right “time or season”. 
 
It was at this time that we hit the pause button. And this really was the best thing we could have done. 
Stopping took the pressure off and we spent time just enjoying being a family of 3. We spent time simply 
in awe of how the Lord had healed Thad and returned him to full health. In other words we “let go.  
 
While this period of “letting go” was good the yearning in our hearts did not go away. Thad and I both 
felt that we were meant to have another child, that Remy was meant to be a big brother.  
 
That’s when being part of this St Joe’s community changed our lives – I was on a Women’s Ministry 
retreat when one of the amazing women attending the retreat told me about Independent Adoption – 
where you don’t work with an adoption agency but connect with a birth family on your own – a mom or a 
couple who are facing a pregnancy and have made the choice to find an adoptive family for their baby.  
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I went home after the retreat and told Thad about independent adoption.  
 
This suddenly felt right. It sounded like something we were up for. It gave us hope. 
 
Over the next year and a half we met with a lawyer, completed a home study. We created a web site that 
featured our family and had cards made up with our contact info on them. Instead of using an adoption 
agency, It was up to us to get the word out. We told our friends, we told strangers. We had no idea 
about the when or the where or the who – no idea how we would find a birth family. But somehow we 
trusted that we would. 
 
I had a prayer that I would say during this time. I said it countless times sitting in these pews. “God, 
thank you for the child you are preparing for us.” It was my prayer of hope that God had a child out there 
for us. 

If you’ve seen us at church, you know that our prayer was answered. About a year and a half ago on 
another St Joe’s Women’s Ministry retreat I talked about how we were hoping to adopt and beginning to 
take more focused steps to try to make that happen. A few weeks later one of the women who was on 
that retreat (who is also a cherished friend) connected us with Keo’s birth family who were seeking an 
adoptive home for him.  

We met him 6 weeks later. 

Keo entering our lives marked the end of six years of desiring and praying to grow our family. Six years! 

Standing here today, on Mother’s Day weekend – Thankful to be a Mom of two Thankful to have a 
wonderful and healthy husband. Thankful for how God used women in this very community to guide us 
to Keo. I understand why Jesus said it that wasn’t for us to “know the times or the seasons” because 
what God was planning for us was so much better than anything we could have imagined.  

So, you can see I’ve had some big prayers answered. I have learned how to have faith and trust God but 
I STILL forget. I still have moments where I’m impatient and filled with fear and as Anne Lamott calls 
them, full of “beggy prayers”. 

In the first few weeks with Keo I spent a lot of quiet afternoons sitting in his room, holding him while he 
fell asleep. I would just sit there and look at him – I really couldn’t believe that I was holding this child, 
that he was ours- This little person we had prayed for, for so long.  

Sitting there, thinking about the journey that had got us to this place I repeatedly had this thought: I 
pictured God saying to me: “If you don’t trust me now, I’m not sure what else I can do to show you.”  

I think it’s true, this HAS been a journey of faith / it HAS taught me how to trust. "It is not for you know 
the times or the seasons…” If we take this to heart we can interpret this not as God avoiding providing 
us with the answers but as revealing the answers in his time and maybe even when least expect it. 


